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ABSTRACT
Population Size Estimation From Mark-Resighting Surveys
by
Huawen He
Dr. Mai wane Ananda, Examination Committee Chair 
Asociate Professor of Mathematical Sciences 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
We consider the problem of estimating the size o f a closed population based on the 
results of a certain type of marking-resighting sampling design. The design is similar to 
the commonly used multiple capture-recapture design, yet in some cases economically 
more feasible and easy to use. Sampling is done by first tagging a number of randomly 
selected animals with visible markers and later randomly sighting them ( for instance, for 
large animals by visually sampling from a helicopter) and counting the number of tagged 
animals.
In this paper, by using the above mentioned sampling scheme we present the 
maximum likelihood estimation (MLB) and Bayesian estimation of N by using different 
methods and construct their confidence intervals. We also use real data sets and simulated 
data sets to test these statistical indexes, and we find that it is reasonable for us to 
construct the confidence intervals of N by using these methods and that the approximate 
confidence interval of N is reliable.
Ill
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
l.I Overview
The problem of estimating the size (N) of a population has its roots in the estimation 
of wildlife abundance. Although the notion of a capture and recapture strategy for 
estimating N was conceived prior to the 18th century, Peterson(1896), Lincoln! 1930), and 
Schnabel! 1938) are responsible for initiating its modem mathematical development. In 
their time, application o f the capture-recapture sampling strategy were primarily intended 
for estimating the size o f fish and waterfowl population residing in their natural wild 
habits.
However, in recent years capture-recapture methodology has been given to new 
applications that address problems far different from those traditionally considered.
Today, capture-recapture methodology is being used to address problems that have 
serious political consequences; included among them is the problem of adjusting totals 
from the U.S. decennial census for undercount. Wolter(1986), Coman and Malec!1986), 
and Laski!1986) have reported on capture-recapture models tailored especially for this 
purpose. In another vein, Chandrasekan and Deming!1949) have reported on the use of 
capture-recapture methods for the purpose of estimating vital rates in human populations.
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However, the problem of estimating N by means of a multiple capture-recapture 
survey has received extensive consideration primarily from researchers who think of the 
problems of estimation and formulation of confidence regions in classical statistical terms 
only. Summaries of frequentist approaches are given by Cormak(1973). Ricker(1975), 
Seber(1982), White et al.(1982), and Burnham et al..(1986). Innovative frequentist 
approaches for estimating N are given by
Pollock(unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Cornell University, 1974); Bishop, Fienberg, and 
Holland! 1975); and Cormack!1981). Since information about N may be regarded as being 
updated from one sampling occasion to the next in capture-recapture surveys, it is ironic 
that few Bayesian formulations for making inferences about N have been developed; 
Bayesian statistics provides a formal mathematical fi-ame-work for revising knowledge. 
Comprehensive descriptions of Bayesian methods for routine applications are given by 
DeGroot!1970), Lindley!1971), Box and Tiao!1973), Robert! 1967), Freeman! 1972, 
1973a, 1973b), Smith!unpublished Ph.D thesis, StateUniversity o f New York at Bulffalo 
1979), Castledine! 1981), and Grazey and Staley! 1986). Philip J. Smith !1988) expanded 
the choice of alternative statistical methodologies by providing a new Bayesian approach 
that can be used in practical capture-recapture surveys. In his paper, he suggests that the 
hypergeometric density be approximated by the Poisson density with some restrictive
«0
conditions ! ». is large and —  is sm all, i = 1, • • •, A: ) and then he obtains the estimator 
ofN  under the consideration of Zero One Loss, that is.
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L(N, N  )= { ô iL kJir '' ( ûr is given a value and 0< nr <1 ).
But in the past years, people have been working on this subject using the traditional 
sampling scheme ; which involves taking samples from the population, counting the 
number of tagged animals in the sample, tagging previously untagged animals and 
returning the sample to the population. In some cases, sampling is done over a period o f 
time and tagging animals at each stage could be very costly and time consuming. 
Sometimes it is very difficult to catch animals and dangerous not only for animals but 
also for people. To avoid these problems, therefore, some people try to use other 
sampling schemes such as the ones explained in the following section. Ananda(1997) 
suggests that hypergeometric density be approximated by the binomial distribution with 
some restrictive conditions ( is small and is large, i = ) and by using this
sampling scheme, in his paper, he gives the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of 
population N and the Bayesian estimation of population N.
In some cases, you can not use above approximations if the conditions are not 
satisfied. We need to use other approximations in such cases. In this paper, by using this 
sampling scheme we present the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) ofN  by using a 
numerical method and construct the confidence interval ofN  by using a Jackknife 
method . When N is large, an approximate closed form solution for the MLE ofN  is also 
given. The related confidence interval using the Jackknife method is also discussed.
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« 0  .As mentioned above, under certain conditions ( is large and —  is sm all.
i = 1, " ,  X: ). it is possible to approximate this sampling scheme using a Poisson
distribution. Under these conditions, we also present MLE ofN  . construct the 
approximate confidence interval ofN  by using the central limit theorem and Jackknife 
method. If prior information is available, we also present the Bayesian estimation ofN  
and construct its confidence interval. In these two cases, we obtain the same MLE ofN  
as obtained by Ananda (1997).
Finally, we use real data sets and simulated data sets to test these statistical indexes 
and we find that the numerical method for estimating N is more stable than the others and 
thus, more reliable. For a given confidence level a , there is not much difference among 
the lengths of the approximate confidence intervals of these estimations. That means that 
it is reasonable for us to construct the confidence intervals ofN  by using these methods 
and the approximate confidence interval ofN  is reliable.
1.2 The Sampling Design and Statistical Distributions 
The multiple capture- recapture survey begins by “selecting” what is assumed to be k 
random samples from a closed population of unknown size, N. Each item in the initial 
sample is marked to identify it as having been captured and is then returned to the 
population’s habitat. Subsequently, an independent random sample is obtained from the 
population on each of k(> l)occasions. On the ith sampling occasion, items are
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
captured from the population. .Among these items, m, items are observed to have marks: 
these items have been captured and marked on previous sampling occasion. The 
items in the sample without marks are given marks and then all o f the sampled items 
are returned to the population.
f-1
Let Mj =  ^  denote the number of marked items in the population just
7=0
prior to the ith sampling occasion and/Wg = 0 . At the ith occasion Seber(1982, p. 132)
shows that the density o f the number of marked items in the sample is given by the 
hypergeometric density
 ̂ . ( i= 1, 2, •••, k ) (1.1)
Since the second stage samples are independent, the likelihood function
(1.2)
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where g(̂ n̂  ) is the probability density of .
As we point out in the above section, the sampling scheme involves taking samples 
from the population, counting the number of tagged animals in the sample, tagging 
previously untagged animals and returning the sample to the population. In some cases, 
sampling is done over a period o f time and tagging animals at each stage could be very 
costly and time consuming. Sometimes it is very difficult to catch animals and is 
dangerous not only for animals but also for people. To avoid these problems, Wehausen 
(1992) and Jaeger, Wehausen and Bleich (1991) used the following multiple capture- 
recapture sampling design to monitor and evaluate demographic parameters of mountain 
sheep populations in some Mojave desert mountain ranges. First, tag/t^ randomly
selected animals with visible marks and then take several second stage sightings, say k 
sightings, (in this kind of second stage, for example, if we take the samples from 
mountain ranges, we can do it from a helicopter . it is not only easy but also economical). 
Suppose that the i-th sighting(i=l, - ,k) has M, animals and w, are marked. This design
is equivalent to taking k second stage independent samples, each sample being a sample 
without replacement for the original population. Furthermore, the second stage sample 
size are random. So, the density of the number of marked items in the ith sample is
/  "0 y
= = 0 , 1 , - ( i=l , 2, •••,k) (1.3)
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the likelihood function is
L(N) = g{n. \ (1-4)
' = '  / U )
In the following chapters, we only focus on this kind of model with the fixed number of 
marked animals.
If is small and «q is large, Ananda (1997) proposed that this kind of
hypergeometric distribution can be approximated by a binomial distribution. In his paper, 
he presents the MLE o f N , Bayesian estimators ofN  and their credible intervals. But if 
these conditions are not satisfied (for example, if we take a large sample from the 
population), it is possible that hypergeometric distribution can not be well approximated 
by the binomial distribution.
«0
If M, is large and —  is small, the hypergeometric distribution can be approximated by
«0
the Poisson distribution with parameter p= — . In a multiple capture-recapture sampling
scheme. Smith (1988) used the approximation to analyze the capture-recapture data. With 
our sampling design, we present MLE ofN  and Bayesian estimation o fN  and their 
confidence intervals. We also present numerical MLE ofN and numerical Bayesian 
estimation ofN . For all estimations ofN , we compare them with real data and simulated
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data.
In chapter 2, we present the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) o fN  by using an 
approximate method if N is large and. construct the confidence interval o fN  by using the 
Jackknife method . We also present MLE ofN , construct the approximate confidence 
interval ofN  by using the Central Limit Theorem on the condition that hypergeometric 
distribution can be approximated by the distribution. In these two cases, we obtain the 
same MLE of N as obtained by Ananda (1997). Since all these estimations ofN  are 
obtained on some restrictive conditions, we also give the formula of MLE o f N by a 
numerical method and compose programs to calculate them. Finally, we use real data sets 
and simulated data sets to test these statistical indexes. For a given confidence level a , 
there is not much difference among the lengths of the approximate confidence intervals of 
these estimations. That means it is reasonable for us to construct the confidence interval 
ofN  by using these methods and the approximate confidence interval ofN  is reliable.
In chapter 3, on condition that some prior information about N be available, we 
present numerical Bayesian estimation ofN  and its confidence interval. Furthermore, the 
Bayesian estimation ofN  and its confidence interval are given on the condition that the 
hypergeometric distribution can be approximated by the Poisson distribution. We also use 
real data sets and simulated data sets to test these statistical results.
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CHAPTER 2
THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION(MLE)
OF POPULATION SIZE N
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we discuss the maximum likelihood estimation of the population size 
N. Since there is no closed form solution for the MLE, one has to evaluate it numerically. 
In this chapter, we show how to evaluate the MLE and the confidence interval 
numerically. Using certain approximations, it is possible to get closed form solutions for 
the MLE ofN. We discuss several such approximations and derive closed form solutions 
for MLE ofN. Furthermore, confidence interval procedures are also given.
2.2 Numerical MLE ofN
l.M LE ofN
According to the statistical idea of the MLE, we know that the MLE ofN  is the 
statistical value which makes the likelihood function
k f V ) /
L(N)= n  (2.1)
/  I ”. )
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maximum.
So, we compose the program with (see Appendix I ) to get the numerical MLE
ofN. We test the likelihood function with N from some integer (the integer should be the 
minimum of all that can make the mathematical expressions meaningful)until the integer
which maximizes the likelihood function. We denote this integer with •
2. Confidence Interval
Now we use the Jackknife procedures discussed by Efron (1982) and Miller (1974) to 
construct the confidence intervals ofN . Here we briefly introduce the idea of this method 
and how to use it to construct the confidence interval for the parameter.
Let Xj, • • •, be a random sample o f size n from a population with an unknown
parameter 9 and let ^  be an estimate o f 6 which is a function of all n observations. Let
(i= l, • • • ,n) be the estimate of 6 (computed similarly as §  given above) when the ith
observation is omitted from the original sample of size n. A quantity known as the ith 
"pseudo-value" is defined by
/  - ( « - 1 ) 4 ; )
J.Tukey (see Miller, 1974) suggests that we can use the pseudo-values to obtain 
confidence intervals for the parameter, 9 , based on the following pivotal quantity:
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t =
J ( 6 ) - 0
j(0)
I j .
where J(û  ) = »=i and
n
J(0) I n{n-  1)
The statistic, t, given by the above equation has an approximate Student’s t distribution 
with n-1 degrees of freedom, which can be used to derive the following approximately 
two-sided (1-ûr )100% confidence interval for 9 :
+  .S.
—.n -1 - .n -1 J(0)
(2.2)
According to the above method of constructing the confidence interval, we can 
construct the confidence interval ofN  as follows:
In our case, sample data is x, - > ( « ,  , m,) ( /  =
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.VA/
and
9̂ {i = 1,• • • ,^  ) can be similarly obtained as 9 . but we use k-1 sample data (that is 
(« ,,m ,),• • • ),• • • ,(«4 , /w J  ) when we try to get numerical
MLE ofN  (denoted by 4  ) from the equation (2.1).
So. we have
J, = k 9 - (k-1) 4  '
J{9 ) = — . and
4/(g) - il
Therefore, for the given confidence-level a , the approximate confidence interval ofN  is
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—.n-I J{9)
(2.3)
where , is the upper 3a  quantile o f the t-distribution with freedom degree of n-1.
°M-l
We compose the program (see Appendix I ) to calculate the numerical approximate 
confidence interval ofN.
2.3 Approximate MLE ofN
l.MLE ofN
It is not easy for us to get MLE ofN  directly from the hypergeometric distribution. 
We try to use an approximate method to simplify the hypergeometric distribution. From 
equation ( 1.4) we can have the following equations.
L(N)= Ÿ I  g (« , )
(=1
=n « q! ( N - n ^ y .  n , \ {N-n , ) \m, l(no -riQ-n^ + my N\ g (« , )
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«o '« , •where c = — —---------- — ---------- — v(«  ) . If m is very large . we have
myXn^-m,)\{n, -m,) l
r  (m ) = Ĵ27̂  ^  yyi - (Sterling formula, where m is the positive integer). So using
Sterling formula, from equation (2.4) we have
i=\
i f r ' 1 7 7  " ------------------ n —,=i yJlK e~^ N ^ -
S  -  /In 4* "
■ 7=— - X ---------------------------------------------------------------
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;=I -» T V + r
T V  { N —nQ—r i f+ m ^ )
Now let's try to get MLE ofN . From equation (2.5), we have 
lnL(N) =
^  1 1 *
^ [ ( A / ' - « ,  - f - - ) l n ( A A - « , ) - ( A (  +  - ) l n j V ]  + 2 T ( l n c , - m y
(=i 2  Z  ,=|
^  1 1
+ A [ ( ^ - « o + - ) l n ( A ^ - M o ) - ( # - M o  -M, +w,  + - ) l n ( 7 V - « o - n ,  +m,)]
; = 1 4  Z
(2 .6)
We obtain the following equation by differentiating both sides of equation (2.6) on N. 
â\nL{N)  ^  N + -
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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(2.7)
â\nL{N )
Let ------— = 0 . we have
cN
k
+ V  ^  - t  ---------------- =  0
Note that
y — - — - V   — —---------------- % 0
/=! 2 # (vV -  n- ) 2(AA -  «. ) ( A/’ -  — «o ~ ) (IfN is large enough)
So, we have
Z.na-^)-Z.nO-f5^).0
Note that ln(l -  %) = - x  (If x ->0)
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So, we have
T  — - T ———%0
Therefore, from equation (2.8). we obtain the MLE of N as
(2.8)
 ■ (2-9)
(=I
Notice that this result is the same as obtained by Ananda (1997).
2. Confidence Interval
We use the same method ( Jackknife procedure ) as we used in section 2.2 to 
construct the approximate confidence internal of N.
In our case, sample data is x, -  > («, ,/w, ) ( / = 1, • • •, ̂
i=\
AM k
/ = !
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and
/-I
(̂/) -
"o (X  «y +  Z  "y)
y = I y = ( 4 - 1
/W. 4-
y=»4- l
So, we have
k  I - 1  k
" o Z " y  « o ( Z « y + Z " y )
J. =  k- y=i
y=i
- (k -1) y =  l y=i4- l/ - I
Z ' ” y +  Z " * /
y = l  y = 1+1
I / ,
J(6) = / =  ! , and
J{0) k ( k - l )
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Therefore, for given confidence-level a . the approximate confidence interval of N is
(2 . 10)
a
W here, is the upper — th t-quantile of t-distribution with freedom degree of n -1.
T.n-I 2
2.4 MLE of N By Using Poisson Distribution Approximation
1. MLE ofN
«n
If rt, is large and—  is small, we know that the hypergeometric density can be
approximated by Poisson distribution density(Smith 1988). That is
. f i t  ,
u )
. , « ,« 0  . , , where 4, =  , i = 1,*• • ,x
So, the likelihood function
L (N )=n g{n,);=1
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is approximated by
20
L(N) = 1 7  g (» , )
/ = !
-  n êin,)
A, 1  m,e ' - ' I
1=1 m .
r i ' « i
N)
/=I
(2 . 11)
We obtain the following equation by making the transformation and differentiating both 
sides of equation (2.11) on N.
/=!
àN (2 . 12)
â\nL{N)
Let ------— ------ =0; From equation (2.12), we obtain
ÔN
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; = l
N- N
from equation (2.13), we have
k
"oZ «,
N = - f ^
Z w .1=1
Therefore, MLE o f N is
" o Z " .
v „ , =  (2.14)
z ™ ,
/ = i
21
= 0 (2.13)
Notice that this result is the same as the approximate MLE obtained in the previous 
section and is also the same as obtained by Ananda (1997).
2. Confidence Interval
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
1~>
We can use the Jackknife procedure to construct the confidence interval of N as we do 
in section 2.3. Since we have the same estimators of N we can have the same approximate 
confidence interval of N as we have in the section 2.3. In the following we use another 
method (Central Limit Theory) to construct the approximate confidence internal of N.
«0
As we mentioned above. If is large and—  is small, we know that the
hypergeometric density can be approximated by the distribution density!Smith 1988).
That is
/ ( m > , ) = ; w h e r e y , = ^
Therefore, suppose that x, (/ = 1, • • •, k) is random variable of ith sample, we have 
X ,  ~ P{k,).
And £ (x , ) = 2 / ,  y(x,)= Xi , where 2, = , / = 1,• - • ,^
Suppose «, (/ = 1, • • •, /:)  can be fixed . For example, we can control the sample size 
each time so that ». ( /  = 1, • • •, /:) are equal to some predetermined values. In this case,
let y,= ^  , ( i  = 1, - , k) ; we have Ey, = 0, V( y ,)  = 1 , ( i = I , - - - , k).
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Since x , , • • •, x̂ . are independent, we know that J i - • • •, v* are independent and
/=! t = \
i n Z y , )
>N(0,  1) ( if k-> oc )
1=1
For a given confidence level a . we have
Z  y. -  ^ Z  y.
HI
/=i
<  Z =  I -  a
that is
k -
I
/ = !
n^n.
N
V
«o",
N
4k
< z (2.15)
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from equation (2.15), we approximately have
* Y- M *
< z
- f  .
=  1 — ÛT (2.16)
ÛT
where Z  ^ is the 1- — th quantité of standard normal distribution and N  =  ^
Z ' ”/
/ = i
For given samples, say x, = /w, ( i = 1, • • •, k ) , from equation (2.16), we approximately
have
« o Z " o Z
(=i
a - , - .
< N < /=!
^ Z ' ” /1=1
1 5 '
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So. the approximate confidence interval of N on the given or is
2 3
(2.17)
/=i
AW.
Lj f—
t= \
k Z m ,
/=1 (2.18)
We get the above confidence interval of N on the condition that the sample size can 
be controlled before sampling. In fact, it is not easy for us to control the size in practical 
applications. But according to the simulation we still can accept the confidence interval of 
N even though the «, (/ = I, • • •, X:) is random.
2.5 MLE of N By Using Binomial Distribution Approximation
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Ifn, is small and is large, the hypergeometric distribution
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/ "o Y \'-"o \
( /=  1. ' ' , X:)
«n
can be approximated bv the Binomial distribution with parameter p= —  :
N
that is
/ ( aw,
In this case, Ananda ( 1997) presents that MLE o f N is
^ B . W =  ~ T
S ' ”/
( = 1
and for a given a , its confidential interval is
(2.19)
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( k
Z ’”i /1=1 /
/  k
/
/
V  ̂ / 1=1
nr
+ « J Z  '” / ( Z  ” , -  z  /” ,)  [ z
1- - ,= 1 /=I j=I ,= 1
4 k
Z / ”,
( = 1
1=1 1=1 1=1 V 1 = 1 /
1=1
' / /  *
^  « J Z ' ” i ( Z ” i - Z ' ”i ) /  Z ” i
Z ” i
(2 .20)
We can also use the Jackknife procedure to construct the confidence interval of N as 
we did in section 2.3. Since we have the same estimators of N we can have the same 
approximate confidence interval o f N as we have in section 2.3.
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2.6 Examples
In this section, we give several examples with real data and simulation data to 
compare estimated results and their 100(1-or )% (we chose or =0.05) confidence 
intervals with different approximations. As we point out in chapter 1, hypergeometric 
density can be approximated by either the Poisson density or the binomial density with 
some conditions. When we use approximate methods, we also suppose that the sample 
size N be very large. Only the numerical estimator has not any required conditions on the 
population. Therefore, numerical estimator can be used for any real models and it can 
also be a standard for other estimators. We compose the program (see Appendix II) to 
calculate MLE of N and its confidence interval. Therefore, in the following examples, we 
use this program to calculate the results.
Example 1
In 1986, a monitoring program for mountain sheep in some Mojave Desert mountain 
ranges began and used the same sampling design we discussed in this paper. One 
obtained data set is given in table 1.
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TABLE 1
Data From a Mountain Sheep Survey In Mojave Desert (in 1986)
ith samplng ” , m, ” o
i=l 26 3 13
i=2 19 4 13
i=3 32 4 13
i=4 4 2 13
i=5 29 5 13
i=6 34 9 13
i=7 29 9 13
i=8 32 7 13
i=9 13 7 13
i=10 5 0 13
i=ll 34 8 13
i=12 (K=12) 35 4 13
Using the data set in table 1, we ran the given program to get the MLE of N and their 
confidence intervals listed in table 2.
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TABLE 2
MLE of N and Their Confidence Intervals
Estimator
OfN
Value
of
MLE
Confidence 
intervals 
(Jackknife 
method )
Confidence 
intervals (the other 
method)
Length
(Jackknife
method)
Length 
(the other 
method)
63 (40.92, 75.99) 35.07
61 (42.74, 78.19) 35.45
^p.\{
61 (42.74, 78.19) (47.13. 78.32) 35.45 31.19
^B.U
61 (42.74, 78.19) (50.15. 78.59) 35.45 28.44
Example 2
Data set in table 3 was obtained in some different Mojave Desert mountain ranges in 
1989 and also has the same sampling design we discussed in this paper.
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TABLE 3
Data From a Mountain Sheep Survey In Mojave Desert (in 1989)
ith samplng ” , ” o
i=l 3 0 13
i=2 5 1 13
i=3 6 0 12
i=4 3 0 12
i=5 6 2 12
i=6 3 1 12
i=7 24 7 12
i=8 16 1 12
i=9 14 4 12
i=10 6 1 12
i=ll 6 0 12
i=12 25 7 12
i=13 (K=13) 3 0 12
In this data set, the marked animal number decreased from 13 to 12. It is possible that 
one marked animal died during the survey. Using this data set. we have calculated MLE 
ofN and its confidential interval listed in table 4.
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TABLE 4
MLE ofN  and Their Confidence Intervals
Estimator of 
N
Value 
of MLE
Confidence 
intervals 
(Jackknife 
method )
Confidence 
intervals (the 
other method)
Length
(Jackknife
method)
Length 
(the other 
method)
^  s\t
56 (19.39, 75.99) 56.6
^  AM 60
(27.01,83.97) 57.96
^PM
60 (27.01, 83.97) (45.96. 135.7) 57.96 89.79
60 (27.01,83.97) (44.19, 93.44) 57.96 49.25
Example 3
In this example, we use simulated data sets to test the results. We generated 9 
samples(i.e. k=9) from each of these two populations 3 times. In other words, each time 
we generated 9 samples from the hypergeometric distribution given in chapter! with
parameter N (=200 or 500) and = 50. Their results are summarized as follows:
Data set from population I (N=200, =50):
First time ( 1" sample ):
k
number of marked animals in 9 samples = ̂  m- =124
f=I
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total number of animals in 9 samples = ^  =495
/=I
Second time ( 2"̂  sample ):
k
number o f marked animals in 9 samples = ̂  aw, =120
total number of animals in 9 samples = ^  w, =495
f=I
Third time ( 3"* sample ):
k
number o f marked animals in 9 samples = ̂  aw, =129
/=!
total number of animals in 9 samples = ^  w, = 495
/=l
Data set from population II (n=500, Wq =50): 
First time ( 1” sample ):
number o f marked animals in 9 samples = ̂  aw, =41
/=!
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total number of animals in 9 samples = ^  w, =495
Second time ( 2"“* sample):
k
number o f marked animals in 9 samples = ̂  aw, =60
/ =  I
total number of animals in 9 samples = ^  w, =495
/ = l
Third time ( 3"* sample ):
k
number o f marked animals in 9 samples = ̂  aw, =50
/ = !
total number of animals in 9 samples = ^  w, = 495
/ = !
With the two simulated data sets, the MLE o fN  and their confidence intervals are 
given in the table 5 and table 6.
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TABLES
Results From The Simulated Data Sets o f Population 1
Actual size 
N
MLE OfN Ith samples Estimated 
value o fN
Confidence
interval
(Jackknife
method)
Confidence
interval
(other
m ethod)
Length
(Jackknife
method)
Length
(other
method)
N=200
.̂VA/
r
sample
203 (166.7,
232.1)
65.4
9nd
sample
206 (175.3,
233.2)
57.9
3rd
sample
195 (162.7.
225.5)
62.8
sample
199 (167.8,
231.9)
64.1
9nd
sample
206 (177.1,
233.9)
56.8
3rd
sample
192 (160.6,
223.3)
62.7
N n,
r
sample
199 (167.8,
231.9)
(164.6.
235.1)
64.1 70.5
9nd
sample
206 (177.1,
233.9)
(174.7.
254.3)
56.8 89.6
3rd
sample
192 (160.6,
223.3)
(159.5,
226.6)
62.7 67.1
P*
sample
199 (167.8,
231.9)
(173.2,
235.5)
64.1 62.3
2nd
sample
206 (177.1,
233.9)
((178.5,
244.3)
56.8 65.8
3rd
sample
192 (160.6,
223.3)
(167.1,
225.3)
62.7 58.2
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TABLE 6
Results From The Simulated Data Sets of Population II
36
•Actual size 
N
MLE o fN ith samples Estimated 
value o fN
Confidence
interval
(Jackknife
method)
Confidence
interval
(other
method)
Length
(Jackknife
method)
Length
(other
method)
N=500 r
sample
599 (384.4,
777.9)
393.5
")nd
sample
413 (298.9,
514.6)
215.7
3rd
sample
493 (433.4,
563.3)
129.9
r
sample
603 (384.8,
796.9)
412.2
9nd
sample
412 (298.7,
517.4)
218.7
3 rd
sample
495 (432.6,
555.2)
122.6
^  PX!
r
sample
603 (384.8,
796.9)
(449.3,
849.1)
412.2 399.8
9nd
sample
412 (298.7,
517.4)
(325.7,
554.6)
218.7 218.7
3rd
sample
495 (432.6,
555.2)
(382.7,
686.8)
122.6 304.1
r
sample
603 (384.8,
796.9)
(466.8,
854.1)
412.2 387.3
2nd
sample
412 (298.7,
517.4)
(333.4,
540.8)
218.7 207.4
3rd
sample
495 (432.6,
555.2)
(391.9,
671.5)
122.6 379.6
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From the results, for these moderate N values, we can infer that the numerical method 
for estimating N is more stable than the other and thus, more reliable. For a given 
confidence level a , there is not much difference among the lengths of the approximate 
confidence intervals o f these estimations. That means that it is reasonable for us to 
construct the confidence interval ofN  by using these methods and that the approximate 
confidence interval ofN  is reliable.
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CHAPTERS 
BAYESIAN ESTIMATION OF N 
3.1 Introduction
In the process of statistical decisions, if we get more information about the 
population we can make better decisions. However, it costs time and money to get 
information from the population. But if some information is already available, we should 
make full use of it. In this chapter, supposing that we know the density function ofN  
(called prior distribution, x ( /V) ) we present numerical Bayesian estimation ofN  ,
Poisson approximate Bayesian estimation ofN, and its confidence intervals with the 
square-error loss function.
3.2 Numerical Bayesian Estimation ofN 
If the historical information regarding N is available, for example, we know
N > kIq . We should make full use of this information since it is very valuable for us to
make better statistical decisions. Bayesian estimation is obtained on the assumption that 
the prior information regarding N is available. Smith (1988) showed that the prior density 
of =1/N may be modeled by using a gamma density
38
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r ( û )
where the constants a > 0 and b > 0 are chosen to reflect the strength of historical data . 
With the traditional sampling scheme, using the Poisson approximation he presents the 
Bayesian estimation o fN  and the estimator ofN  under the consideration of ZeroOne 
Loss as we present in chapter 1.
In our case, we suppose that N has the prior density
f  l y "  -A
7t{N)=^c g  '  . (3.1)
\ N )
where N > ; a and b are given integers and c =
S=n.
S
Therefore, from equation (1.3) and equation (3.1) we get ± e  joint density given by
Y '''-"o
\m , ) \  rij -m,
a-1
(=1 ( ; ) k
' .V
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where m, = ( i = ), N> Armand kQ= m ax(n,,no + «, -  m ,) .
Otherwise. the joint density is 0. In the following expressions, we write N starting at 
A7(j only to keep the conformity since the k  ̂is changeable even in the same population.
Therefore, the posterior density ofN  is given by
N )
e
/ = l
f{N \data) =---------------------------- / " f / ^  0-2)
n  ■= /  1 \a- I  b k ("oY ‘''""o 1
s i y i
Thus, assuming the loss function is the quadratic loss function, that is
we have the Bayesian estimation ofN  given by
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(=1
-
0 - 1  b k
- V T T  A  ”■-"»> /
( : )
n
(=i
0 - 1  b k
- y r r  \w,  ) \n ,- m ,  )n
/ = l
A/
I  N\
f=I
= lim
( : )
/  1 \  o - l  b k ( "o  Y •'’ - « o  I
I ‘  - t t t  V ' " - A /
'  n - y -
,U-*X ys 1 \ o - l  b k ( " o  Y  I 1 - ; ^ n  \ n ^ . ) \ n . - m j
1 = 1 N. n1=1 ( : )
(3.3)
From equation (3.3), We know if M is large enough, the numerical Bayesian estimation 
of N can be obtained by
f
I n
•V=lJn
n o-I
\ N J
*̂’="0 V A ^ /
a-\
b k ("0 Y
^  Q  ( : )
(3.4)
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We have com posed the program with to calculate the numerical Bayesian
estimation of N. denoted by N . according to equation (3.4). As we know, the larger M
is, the better the estimation. When we run this program, how large should M be ? 
Generally, we should choose M to be large enough so that when you keep on increasing 
M. the estimated value of N is relatively stable. According to the simulation, if we
k
choose M which is greater than —^ —  , the estimated value is acceptable. The
S ' ”/
/=l
programming code is in the Appendix III.
3.3 Bayesian Estimation of N By Using Poisson Distribution Approximation
1. Bayesian Estimation ofN
”oIn chapter 2, if is large and —  is small, we know that the hypergeometric density
can be approximated by Poisson density (Smith 1988), that is
m, !
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Where / = 1, = ” ,” o
N
If the prior information of N is available, according to the assumption made by Smith
1
(1988), we suppose that p=—  has the prior density with parameters a and b as the
following
1 -bp 1 1 y/7T (p) = c p  £, , 0< p  < —  ; where c= V  \
So, we have the joint density function given by
k  Q - 'h n .P l
1 =  1 W. !
Therefore, the posterior density of p is
n e ’̂ '’{nQnJ' p"'cp‘~'e
f{p\data)  =
f  < = p ''e '^d p1=1 '  '
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------------- ,3.6)
According to Bayesian estimation theorem, if the loss function is the quadratic 
function, that is
L(,e,ê{X) = { d - Ô ( X ) J  ■
then the Bayesian estimator of 6 is the mean of the posterior density of 9 . Thus . we 
know that the Bayesian estimator o f p is
, p  z - . -
f{p\data)dp= ^ -----------------^
(3.7)
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From equation (3.7). we obtain that the Bayesian estimation o fN  is
* b
« o l e
« o S « i  + * ]
/ = !
(3.8)
2. Confidence Interval
We know that the posterior density of p is
- « 1 .,-op I " . - - '  J
f{p \data)  = — ----------;----------- :------------- 0 < p <  —
”o
So, for a given confidence level a , we can make up the confidence intervals of p based 
on confidence level a . Let p^ be the lower confidence interval and p  ^ be the upper
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confidence interval. Then they satisfy the following equation:
a a
PiPa < P< P where P{p <p^)  = —, P( p  > p  „ ) =  —  .
I - —
Now let us try to get the values of p^ and p  ^
• - T
-P'ki' n̂.-bp
I g p  ' ' dp cc
^KP<Pa)=—  T  ^  — (3.9)2 r— -P'h2̂ ''i-bp ^
r°  g p - ' dp
V'-h dp a
j  =  ^ ----------:-------- 4 ------------- = 1 - -  (3.10)
Note that function r(o r ,x )  =  — —- g  ^ ’ JC > 0 is the density function of
r  -  distribution, GAMDF{a , x ) = ^  \ ^ c ' ‘ U ' is its c.d.f.
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From equation (3.9). w e have
i  )
f P a | « o X ' ' '  - . r  T  m, 1 ,
,, - e x - '  dx
Y ( ^ m ,  + a) ^
f ( P < P J = — ------------- n — -------------: = T  (3.11)
«0 .
r (S
g  ' ' dx
1=1
From equation (3.11), we have
GAMDFC^ m, ( « o S  ” , ~ ^ ) )  = ^ G A M D F { ^  /w, +<3, ^  «, - — )
,= I ■> ,= l ^ ;=I (=1 ^0
(3.12)
Supposing that (or ) denotes the fith quantile of T -  distribution with the
free degree of a . From equation (3.12), we obtain
1 , ^
P i ^ T '  ‘ 4. 4. .  ( 2 .m ,+ « )  (3.13)
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Similarly from equation (3.10). we can get
P a = • - I
»-T ( S ' ”/ + a )
(3.14)
/ = i
Therefore, 100(1-or )% confidence intervals of parameter p is given by
Pa^P a
\  T >-Ty
1 1
. Thus. 100(l-ûr )% confidence intervals ofN  is ( ------- ,  ) ; That is
P. a P.
‘-T T
” o S ” / - ^
/ = ! / = !
• - I
m , n , -  — ) / =1
/=! /=l
^C \tA D F (,^  n tj+ a .^  rt, ) ,=1
r«l /a I
(3.15)
3.4 Bayesian Estimation ofN  By Using Binomial Distribution Approximation 
When M. ( / = 1, , A:) is small and is large, we know that the hypergeometric
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distribution
( «o Y N-n„ \
”ocan be approximated by the binomial distribution with parameter p  = ~  (Ananda
1997), that is
Suppose that the prior density of p is a beta density with parameters a, and b. 
F(a + b) a - i / i
We have the joint density
k k
oc Z? .' 1— 7? (3.16)
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Therefore, from equation (3 .16) w e get the posterior density o f  p given data is
f{p\data) = c p (3.17)
where c = F  +  <3 +  b)
f=I /= l /=  1 /=1
- I
In this case, assuming that the loss function is the quadratic loss function. Ananda 
(1997) presents that the Bayesian estimation ofN is
«r a + b + ̂  n . - \
/ = 1
r  k (3.18)
/=!
and for the given confidence level or , a 100( I -  a )%  credible interval for N is given
by
k k k ’ i  k k
aCL  ” , -  S  +  6 )  Pa ( Z  ” , -  Z
V  ' "2 ' = >  ' = •  '■ = • 1 ,= 1 ,= l ,= l
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(3.19)
where the symbols ( y j , f-̂  ) denotes the pth quantile of the beta distribution with 
degrees of freedom / ,  and .
3.5 Examples
In this section, we give several examples with the same real data and simulation data 
as in chapter 2 to compare the Bayesian estimations ofN  and their 100(1-a  )% (we 
chose tr =0.05 ) confidence intervals on condition that the prior density is available (a>l, 
b>0) or unavailable ( uninformative a=l. b=0 ) .  As we point out in chapter 1, 
hypergeometric density can be approximated by either Poisson density or binomial 
density with some conditions. Only numerical estimator does not have any required 
conditions on the population. Therefore, numerical estimator can be used for any real 
models and it can also be a standard for other estimators. Using the above formula, we 
compose the program (see Appendix IV) to calculate Bayesian estimations ofN and its 
confidence interval. Therefore, in the following examples, we use this program to 
calculate the results.
Example 1
In 1986, a monitoring program for mountain sheep in Mojave Desert 
mountain ranges began and used the same sampling design as we discussed in this paper. 
One obtained data set is given in table 7.
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T A B L E ?
Data From a Mountain Sheep Survey In Mojave Desert (in 1986)
ith samplng ” , ” o
i=l 26 3 13
i=2 19 4 13
i=3 32 4 13
i=4 4 2 13
i=5 29 5 13
i=6 34 9 13
i=7 29 9 13
i=8 32 7 13
i=9 13 7 13
i=10 5 0 13
i=ll 34 8 13
i=12 (K=12) 35 4 13
If the prior information is not available , that is a=l, b=0, using the data set in table 7, 
we ran the given program to get the Bayesian estimates ofN  and their confidence 
intervals in table 8
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TABLE 8
Bayesian Estimates ofN  And Their Confidence Interval(a=I, b=0)
Estimator of N N value of Confidence the Length of the
Bayesian estimate intervals intervals
^.va
63
59 (47.76, 78.42) 30.66
^  BB
61 (49.28, 76.47) 27.19
When comparing the results in table 8 with the results in table 2, we found that the 
corresponding results are almost the same since the prior density ofN  is uninformative in 
this case (a=L b=0).
Example 2
Data set in table 9 was obtained in some different Mojave Desert mountain ranges in 
1989 and used the same sampling design as we discussed in this paper.
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TABLE 9
Data From a Mountain Sheep Survey In Mojave Desert (in 1989)
ith samplng ", "o
i=l 3 0 13
i=2 5 1 13
i=3 6 0 12
i=4 3 0 12
i=5 6 2 12
i=6 3 1 12
i=7 24 7 12
i=8 16 1 12
i=9 14 4 12
i=10 6 1 12
i=ll 6 0 12
i=12 25 7 12
i=13 (K=13) 3 0 12
In this data set, the marked animal number decreased from 13 to 12. It is possible that 
one marked animal died during the survey. If the prior information is available , that is 
a > 1, b > 0, using the data set in table 9, we ran the given program to get the Bayesian 
estimates ofN  and their confidence intervals in table 10.
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TABLE 10
Bayesian Estimates ofN  and Their Confidence Interval(a=10 b=5)
Estimator ofN N value of Confidence the Length of the
Bayesian estimate intervals intervals
^.va
49
42 (30.96, 60.95) 29.99
48 (36.57, 65.72) 29.15
Example 3
In this example, we use simulated data sets to test the results. We generated 9 
samples(i.e. k=9) from each o f these two populations 3 times. In other words, each time 
we generated 9 samples from the hypergeometric distribution given in the chapter 1 with 
parameter N (=200 or 500) and = 50. Their results are summarized as follows:
Data set from population I (N=200, «q =50):
First time ( D' sample ):
k
number of marked animals in 9 samples = ̂  m, =124
/=!
total number o f animals in 9 samples = =495
/=i
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Second time ( 2"** sample ):
k
number of marked animals in 9 samples = ̂  /w, =1201=1
total number of animals in 9 samples = ^  «, =495
r=l
Third time ( 3̂*̂ sample ):
k
number of marked animals in 9 samples = ^  w, =129
/= I
total number of animals in 9 samples = ^  w, = 495
i = I
Data set from population II (n=500, =50):
First time (1 ” sample ):
number of marked animals in 9 samples = ̂  =41
/=!
total number of animals in 9 samples = Z ]  w, =495
/=!
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Second time ( 2'  ̂sample ):
number of marked animals in 9 samples = /w, =60
total number of animals in 9 samples = ^  =495
/ = !
Third time ( 3"* sample ) :
k
number of marked animals in 9 samples = ̂  m, =50
f=I
total number of animals in 9 samples = Z ]  ~ 495
,=i
Suppose that prior information is not available (a=l, b=0) for the first simulated data 
set (N =200 ) and that prior information is available (for example a=10, b=5) for the 
second simulated data set (N=500), using these data sets, we ran the given program to get 
the results as in table 11 and table 12.
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TABLE 11
Results From The Simulated Data Sets of Population I (a=l b=0 if N=200)
Actual size 
N
Bayesian 
estimator o f 
N
ith sample Estimated 
value ofN
Confidence
interval
Length of 
interval
N=200 D' sample 201
2"̂  sample 205
3rd sample 197
Nps
sample 196 (167.4,
237.9)
70.5
2"̂  sample 203 (172.5.
246.5)
74
3̂ “* sample 189 (161.5,
227.9)
66.4
^  BB
1” sample 199 (171.8,
232.8)
61
2"** sample 206 (176.9,
241.3)
64.4
3"* sample 192 (165.8,
222.8)
57
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TABLE 12
Results From The Simulated Data Sets of Population II (a=10 b=5 ifN=500)
Actual size 
N
Bayesian 
estimator of 
N
ith sample Estimated 
value ofN
Confidence
interval
Length of 
interval
N=500 1 ̂  sample 525
1'  ̂sample 379
3rd sample 444
T‘ sample 481 (375.4,
651.7)
276.3
2"** sample 352 (283.4,
453.5)
170.1
3"̂  sample 410 (325.1,
540.5)
215.4
P* sample 509 (392.5,
662.3)
269.8
2™* sample 369 (296.9,
459.6)
162.7
3"* sample 431 (340.1,
548.2)
208.1
From the above results obtained by using real data sets and simulation data sets, we 
find that the prior information about N is very important for us to make statistical 
decisions for N. If the prior information about N is not available ( for example a=l, b=0), 
comparing the corresponding results in chapter 2 and chapter 3, we find the statistical 
decisions about N obtained from Bayesian methods and classic methods are almost the 
same. If prior density o fN  is informative ( in our example, we suppose a=10, b=5), we
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find the statistical decisions about N obtained from the two methods are very different. In 
summary, if the prior information ofN  is available and correct, the statistical decisions 
about N of Bayesian methods are better. However, if incorrect, they are not very good.
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APPENDIX I
This program is composed to calculate the numerical approximate confidence interval 
ofN  by using Jackknife procedures.
#include<iostream.h>
#include<math.h>
//this program is to be composed to calculate the numerical confidence interval 
//ofN by using Jackkibi method.
//function declaration.
int sumn(int *, int);//to get sum of nl,..,nk.
int summ(int *. int ); //to get sum of ml...., mk.
int sumnn(int *, int ); //to get sum of n l * n l , ..., nk*nk.
float sum(int );
float sumnq(int *, int);
float summnq( int *, int *, int);
int No_max(int *. int *, int, int);
float F(int *, int *. int. int. int);
float G(int, int , int, int);
//main function definition, 
void main(void)
{ int nO, k, *n, *m, *temn, *temm, M, max_N; 
int i, j;
float *J, sumJ=0.0, Jsum=0.0, Jave=0.0;
float ta, Za, p0=0.0, MO, temp=0.0, Lai, La2;cout«"input the marked animal number
nO"«endl;
cin»nO;
cou t«"  input the sample size k"«endl; 
c in » k ;
co u t« "  input a/2 quantile of t distribution with fi-eedom k-1 "« en d l; 
c in» ta ; 
n=new int[k]; 
ni=new int[k]; 
for(i=0; i<k; ++i)
61
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{ cout«"initialize the array of n[k]"«endl; 
cin»n[i];
cou t«" initialize the array o f m [k]"«endl; 
cin»m [i];
}
cout«"input Za/2" «endl://Za/2 is normal value for given confidential level a 
cin»Za;
MO=nO*((sumn(n, k)* 1,0)/summ(m, k));
j=No_max(n, m. k, nO);
while(F(n, m, k. j, nO)<=F(n, m. k, j+1, nO))
++j;
max_N=j;
cout«"the numerical MLE of N is "«end l:cou t«m ax_N «end l ;
J= new float[k]; 
for(i=0; i<k; i++)
{ temn=new int[k-l]; 
temm=new int[k-lj; 
int w=0, temj=0; 
while(w<k-l){ 
if(w<i)
{ temn[w]=n[w]; 
temm[w]=m[w];
}
else{
temn[w]=n[w+1 ]; 
temm[w]=m[w+l ];
}
W -H-;
}
temj=No_max(temn, temm. k-1, nO);
while(F(temn, temm, k-1 , temj, nO)<=F(temn, temm, k-1, temj+1, nO))
++temj;
J[i]=k*max_N-(k-1 )*temj;
}for(i=0;i<k;i++)
Jsum+=J[i];
Jave=Jsum/k; 
for(i=0;i<k;i-H-) 
sumJ+=(J[i]-Jave)*(J[i]-Jave); 
sumJ=sumJ/(k*(k-1 )); 
sumJ=sqrt(sumJ);
La 1 = Jave-ta* sumJ ;
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La2=Jave+ta* sum J ;
cout«"confidetial_inteval ofN  for numeric MLE is "«endl;
cout«"(";
cout«L al;
cout«",
cout«La2;
cout«")"«endl;
}
//function definition, 
float sumnq(int *n. int k)
{ int i;
float temp=0.0; 
for(i=0 ;i<k;i+-F) 
temp+=sqrt(n[i]);retum temp;
}
float summnq(int *n. int *m, int k)
{ int i;
float temp=0.0; 
for(i=0; i<k; i++) 
temp+=m[i]/sqrt(n[i]); 
return temp;
}
int No_max(int *n, int *m, int k. int nO)
{ int i, temp=0; 
for(i=0; i<k; +-t-i)
{ if(temp<n[i]) 
temp=n[ij; 
else
}
for(i=0; i<k; ++i)
{if(temp<nO+n[i]-m[i]) 
temp=nO+n[i] -m [i] ; 
else 
;}
return temp+1;
}
float F(int *n, int *m, int k, int j, int nO)
{
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int i;
float P_sum=0.0; 
for(i=0: i<k; ++i)
P_sum+=G(n[i], m[i], nO, j); 
return P sum;
}
float G(int n, int m, int nO. int j)
{ float tmp;
tmp=(sum(nO)-(sum(nO-m)+sum(m))); 
tmp=tmp-i-(sum(j-nO)-(sum(j-nO-n+m)+sum(n-m))); 
tmp=tmp-(sum(j)-(sum(n)+sum(j-n))); 
return tmp;
}
float sum(int n)
{ int i;
float sum=0.0; 
for(i=l; i<=n; ++i) 
sum+=log(i); 
return sum;
}
int sumn(int *n, int k)
{ int i, sumn=0; 
for(i=;0; i<k; ++i) 
sumn+=n[i]; 
return sumn;
}
int summ(int *m, int k)
{ int i, summ=0; 
for(i=0; i<k; ++i) 
summ+=m[i]; 
return summ;
}
int sumnn(int *n, int k)
{ int i, sumnn=0; 
for(i=0; i<k; ++i) 
sumnn+=n[i] * n[i] ; 
return sumnn;
}
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APPENDIX II
The following code is composed to calculate the MLE o fN  and confidence intervals 
for any given samples.
#include<iostream.h>
#include<math.h>
// if you run this program and input (l)marked animal number nO. sample size k 
// for given confidence level a, standard normal value Za/2, (2)samples nl, 
//....nk and ml, m 2...., mk.(3) the control integer M for numerical estimation 
//ofN. You can get (1) MLE ofN  and Confidence interval(2) numerical 
// estimation ofN  and Confidence interval.
//function declaration.
int sumn(int *, int);//to get sum of nl,..,nk.
int summ(int *, int ); //to get sum of m l mk.
int sumnn(int *. int ); //to get sum of n l* n l , .... nk*nk.
float sum(int );
float sumnq(int *. int);
float summnq( int *, int *, int);
int No_max(int *. int *, int. int);
float F(int *, int *, int, int. int);
float G (int, in t, int, int);
//main function definition, 
void main(void)
{ int nO, k. *n. *m, M, max N; 
int i, j;
float *J, sumJ=0.0, Jsum=0.0, Jave=0.0;
float ta, Za, p0=0.0, MO, temp=0.0, Lai, La2, Lbl, Lb2, Lpl, Lp2;
cout«"input the marked animal number nO"«endl;
cin»nO;
cout«"input the sample size k"«endl; 
c in»k ;
cout«"input a/2 quantile of t distribution with freedom k-1 "« en d l; 
cin»ta;
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n=new int[k]; 
m=new int[k]; 
for(i=0; i<k; ++i)
{ cout«"initialize the array of n[k]"«endl; 
cin»n[i];
cout«"initialize the array of m [k]"«endl; 
cin»m [i];
}
cout«"input Za/2"«endl;//Za/2 is normal value for given confidential level a 
c in»Z a:
MO=nO*((sumn(n, k)* 1.0)/summ(m, k));
cout«"M LE of N is same for (l)binomal dis. and (2) possion dis. (3)Approximate
distribution" « e n d l  ;
cout«"the MLE o f N is"«endl;
cou t«M O «endl ;
j=No_max(n, m, k, nO);
while(F(n. m, k j ,  nO)<=F(n, m, k, j+1. nO))
+tj;
max_N=j;
cout«"the numerical MLE of N is "«end l; 
cout«m ax_N « e n d l  ;
J=new float[k]; 
for(i=0;i<k:i++)
J[i]=(((nO*sumn(n, k))* 1.0)/summ(m. k))*k-
(k-l)*(n0*1.0*(sumn(n, k)-n[i])/(summ(m, k)-m[i])); 
for(i=0;i<k;i++)
Jsum+=J[i];
Jave=Jsum/k; 
for(i=0;i<k;i++) 
sumJ+=(J[i]-Jave)*(J[i]-Jave); 
sumJ=sumJ/(k*(k-1 )); 
sumJ=sqrt(sum J) ;
La 1 =Jave-ta* sum J;
La2=Jave+ta* sumJ ;
cout«"confidetial_inteval of N for Approximate dis is"«endl;
cout«"(";
cou t«L al;
cou t«",
cout«La2;
c o u t« ")"« en d l;
temp=Za*sqrt((sunun(m. k)*(sumn(n, k)-summ(m, k)))/(sumn(n, k)*sumn(n, k)* 
sumn(n, k)* 1.0));
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Lbl=(n0*1.0)/((summ(m. k)* 1.0)/sumn(n. k)+temp);
Lb2=(nO* 1.0)/((summ(m, k)*1.0)/sumn(n. k)-temp);
cout«"confidetial_inteval of N for BinomiaI_dis is"«endl;
cout«"(";
cou t«L bl;
cou t«",
cout«Lb2;
cout«")"«endI;
temp=Za*sqrt((summ(m, k)*k)/(sumn(n, k)*1.0));
Lpl=(nO*sumnq(n. k))/(summnq(n, m, k)+temp);
Lp2=(nO*sumnq(n, k))/(summnq(n, m, k)-temp);
cout«"confidetiaI_inteval of N for Possion dis is"«endl;
cout«"(";
cou t«L pl;
cou t«".
cout«Lp2;
cout«")"«endI;
}
//function definition, 
float sumnq(int *n. int k)
{ int i;
float temp=0.0; 
for(i=0 ;i<k;i++) 
temp+=sqrt(n[i]); 
return temp;
}
float summnq(int *n, int *m. int k)
{ int i;
float temp=0.0; 
for(i=0; i<k; i-H-) 
temp+=m[i]/sqrt(n[i]); 
return temp;
}
int No_max(int *n, int *m, int k, int nO)
{ int i, temp=0; 
fbr(i=0; i<k; -H-i)
{ if(temp<n[i]) 
temp=n[i]; 
else
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}
for(i=0; i<k; ++{)
{if(temp<nO+n[i]-m[i])
temp=nO+n[i]-m[i];
else
}
return temp+1;
}
float F(int *n, int *m, int k, int j. int nO)
{
int i;
float P_sum=0.0; 
for(i=0; i<k; -H -i)
P_sum-<-=G(n[i], m[i], nO, j); 
return P_sum;
}
float G(int n, int m, int nO, int j)
{ float tmp;
tmp=(sum(nO)-(sum(nO-m)-i-sum(m))); 
tmp=tmp-t-(sum(j-nO)-(suni(j-nO-n-t-m)-Fsum(n-m))); 
tmp=tmp-(sum(j)-(sum(n)-)-sum(j-n))); 
return tmp;
}
float sum(int n)
{ int i;
float sum=0.0; 
for(i=l; i<=n; -H-i) 
sum4-=log(i); 
return sum;
}
int sumn(int *n, int k)
{ int i, sumn=0; 
for(i=0; i<k; -H -i)  
sumn-F=n[i]; 
return sumn;
}
int summ(int *m, int k)
{ int i, summ=0; 
for(i=0; i<k; -Hi) 
summ-t-=m[i];
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return summ;
}
int sumnn(int *n. int k) 
{ int i. sumnn=0; 
for(i=0; i<k; H - i )  
sumnn4-=n[i]*n[i]; 
return sumnn;
}
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APPENDIX III
The following code is com posed to calculate the Bayesian numerical estimation o f  N.
#include<iostream.h>
#include<math.h>
//this programn is to calculate the numerical estimation o f the total sample size N of 
// hypergeometry distribution with assuming the quadratic loss function 
//on the condition that N
f  1
// has the prior density given by 7t{N)  = c
// where N  > ; a and b
// is given integer
1
K N J
V
//c =
\= n .
V
//function declaration, 
double power(double, int ); 
double sum(int ); 
int NO_max(int *. int *, int. int); 
double F(int *, int *. int. int, int); 
double G(int, in t, int, int);
//main function definition, 
void main(void)
{ int V , nO, k. *n, *m, N0=0; 
int kO, M;
double sum_pos=0.0, N_estim=0.0, sum_mean=0.0 ; 
int i, a, b;
cout«"input M "« en d l;
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c in»M ;
cout«"input integer number a"«endl; 
c in » a ;
cout«"input integer number b"«endl; 
c in»b ;
cout«"input the marked animal number nO"«endl; 
cin»nO;
cou t«" input the sample size k"«endl;
c in » k ;
n=new int[k];
m = n e w  i n t [ k ] ;
for(i=0; i<k: ++i)
{ cout«"initialize the array of n[k]"«endl; 
cin»n[i];
cout«"initialize the array o f m[k]"«endl; 
cin»m [i];
}
kO=NO_max(n, m, k, nO); 
for(v=kO; v<=M; v -h - )
sum_mean+=(v*exp(F(n, m, k, v, n0)))*power(1.0/v, a)*(exp(-(1.0/v)*b)); 
for(v=kO; v<=M; v -h - )
sum_pos-t-=exp(F(n. m, k, v, nO))*power(l .0/v, a)*(exp(-(l .0/v)*b));
N_estim=sum_mean/sum_pos;
cout«"N  is "«end l;
cout«N _estim «endl ;
}
/ / f u n c t i o n  d e f i n i t i o n .
int NO_max(int *n, int *m, int k, int nO)
{ i n t  i ,  t e m p = 0 ;  
for(i=0; i<k; -H -i)
{ if(temp<n[i])
t e m p = n [ i ] ;
else
}
for(i=0; i<k; -H -i)
{if(temp<nO+n[i]-m[i])
temp=nO-i-n[i]-m[i];
else
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return temp+1;
}
double F(int *n, int *m, int k, int j, int nO)
{
int i:
double P_sum=0.0; 
for(i=0; i<k; ++i)
P_sum+=G(n[i], m[i], nO. j); 
return Psum :
}
double G(int n, int m, int nO. int j)
{ double tmp; 
tmp=(sum(nO)-(sum(nO-m)+sum(m))); 
tmp=tmp+(sum(j-nO)-(sum(j-nO-n+m)+sum(n-m))); 
tmp=tmp-(sum(j)-(sum(n)+sum(j-n))); 
return tmp;
}
double sum(int n)
{ int i;
double sum=0.0; 
for(i=l; i<=n; ++i) 
sum+=log(i); 
return sum;
}
double power(double x, int c)
{ inti;
double power=1.0; 
for(i=l; i<=c; i++) 
power*=x; 
return power;
}
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APPENDIX IV
The following code is composed to calculate the Bayesian posterior loss of Numerical 
estimation and Bayesian estimations of N by using approximate Possion distribution and 
approximate Binomial distribution and the confidence intervals of N.
#include<iostream.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<float.h>
//this programn is to get Bayes Estimator of the total sample size N of 
// hypergeometry distribution by using numerical method, Aproximate method 
// Binomial dis, Possion dis; and calculate their Confidetial_interval 
//for given confidetial level a.
//Suppose that N has prior dis (l)N~c*(I/N)a*exp(-b/N), (N>=kO(kO is very large 
//for numerica estim, aproximat_estim.(2 p -  c*(p)(a-l)exp(-bp). p=nO/N.
//for Possion dis. (3)p ~ T(a+b)/T(a)T(b)(pXa-l)(l-p)(b-l), p=nO/N.
//fimction declaration, 
float recipgamma(float, float *, float *); 
float loggamma(fioat ); 
float tgamma(float );
void incomgam(float, float, float *, float *, 
float, float ); 
int sumn(int *, int);//to get sum of nl,..,nk. 
int summ(int *, int ); //to get sum of ml,..., mk. 
int sumnn(int *, int ); //to get sum of n l* n l, ..., nk*nk. 
int sumnm(int *, int *, int); 
int summm(int *, int); 
float sum(int );
int NO_max(int *, int *, int, int); 
int max(int *, int*, in t, int); 
int min_max(int *, int *, int); 
float F(int *, int *, int, int, int); 
float G(int, in t , int, int); 
float power(float, int);
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//main function definition, 
void main(void)
{ int V. nO. k .  *n. *m. N0=0; 
int a, b, i, M. f l . f2;
float sum_pos=0.0. MO. sum_mean=0.0 ;
float al, ar, tem=0.0. x, Za, Baesian loss. N estim. B estim. P estim:
float q l ,q2. p i. p2;
float G al. G ar, G vaiue;
float Beta l a, Beta a, Bbl=0.0, Bbr=G.G, Bpl=G.G, Bpr=G.G; 
cout«"input nomal dis value Za/2 for given a=0.G5"«endl; 
c in»Z a;
cout«"input parameter (int) a"«endl; 
c in » a ;
cout«"input parameter (int) b"«endl; 
c in » b ;
cout«"input the marked animal number nG"«endl; 
cin»nG;
cout«"input the sample size k"«endl; 
c in » k ; 
n=new int[k]; 
m=new int[k]; 
for(i=G; i<k; -H -i)
( cout«"initialize the array of n[k]"«endl; 
cin»n[i];
cout«"initialize the array of m[k]"«endl; 
cin»m [i];
}
MG=nO*((sumn(n. k)* 1 .G)/summ(m, k)); 
cout«"MG is "«end l; 
cout«M O «endl ;
cout«"input M (M should be greater than MG)"«endl;
//to get better niunerical estimator of N,
// you need to incease M until estimator value of N is stable relativly. 
c in»M ;
NG=NO_max(n. m, k, nG); 
for(v=NG; v<=M; v - h - )
sum_mean+=(v*exp(F(n, m, k, v, nG)))*power(l.G/v, a-l)*(exp(-(l.G/v)*b)); 
for(v=NG; v<=M; v - h - )
sum_pos+=exp(F(n, m, k, v, nG))*power(l.G/v, a-1 )*(exp(-( 1 .G/v)*b));
N_estim=sum_mean/sum_pos;
cout«"the numerical Bayes estimator of N is "«end l;
cout«N _estim «endl;
for(v=NG; v<=M; v - h - )
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Baesian_Ioss+=(v-N_estim)*(v-N_estim)*((exp(F(n, m, k. v. n0))*power(1.0/v.
a-1 )*exp(-( 1.0/v)*b))/sum_pos);
cout«"the posterior Bayesian loss is"«endl;
cout«Baesian_loss«endl ;
B_estim=((n0*1.0)*(sumn(n, k)+a+b-l))/(summ(m, k)+a-l);
cout«"BinomiaI Bayes Estimator of N is"«endl;
cout«B_estim «endl;
fl=summ(m, k)+a;
f2=sumn(n, k)-snmm(m, k)+b;
cout«"fI = " « f l  « e n d l;
cout«"f2= " « f2« e n d l;
cout«"please input the a/2th quantile of the beta distribution with degree of freedom fl
and f2"«endl;
cin»Beta_a;
cout«"please input the (l-a/2)th quantile of the beta distribution with degree
of freedom fl and f2"«end l;
cin»Beta_l_a;
Bbl=(nO* 1.0)/Beta_l_a;
Bbr=(nO* 1.0)/Beta_a;
cout«"confidence intervals of N with cinfidence a level by using Bionomi dis 
is (";
cout«Bbl;
cout«".";
cout.width(2);
cout«Bbr;
cou t«")"«endl;
x=sumn(n, k)* 1,0+( 1.0*b)/n0; 
tem=( 1.0*(summ(m, k)+a)); 
if(x<70){
incomgam(x, tem, & ql, & pl, gamma(tem), l.Oe-6);
cout«"pl is"«endl;
co u t« p l« en d l;
incomgam(x, tem+1, &q2, &p2, gamma(tem+l), l.Oe-6);
P_estim=(nO* 1.0)*(sumn(n, k)+b)*(ql/q2); 
cout«"the Possion Bayes estimator of N is"«endl; 
cout«P_estim «endl ;
}
else{
P_estim=(nO*(sumn(n, k)+b)*1.0)/(summ(m, k)+a+l); 
cout«"the Possion Bayes estimator of N is"«endl; 
cout«P_estim «endl;
}
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c o u t« "gamma fimction freedom degree f= "« tem «end l; 
c o u t« "x = "« x « en d i:
cout«"input gamma fimction gamma(x, f)"«endl;
cin»G_value;
al=0.025*G_vaIue;
co u t«"a l= "«aI«end l;
ar=0.975* G_value;
co u t« "  a r= "«ar«end l ;
cout«"input ai-th quantile value of Chi-fimction with degree 2 f '« en d l; 
cin»G _al;
cout«"input ar th quantile value o f Chi fimction with degree 2 f '« en d l; 
cin»G _ar;
Bpl=((n0*1.0*sumn(n, k)-b)*2)/G_al;
Bpr=((n0*1.0*sumn(n, k)-b)*2)/G_ar;
cout«"the confidence intervals o f N with a confidence level by using Possion dis is (";
cou t«B pr«" ," ;
cout.width(2);
cout«B pl
« " )" « e n d l;
}
//function definition, 
float power(float y. int n)
I int i;
float power=l.O; 
for(i=l; i<=n; i++) 
power*=y; 
return power;
}
int NO_max(int *n, int *m, int k, int nO) 
{ int i, temp=0; 
for(i=0; i<k; ++i)
{ if(temp<n[i])
temp=n[i];
else
}
for(i=0; i<k; -H -i)
{if(temp<nO-(-n[i]-m[i]) 
temp=nO-<-n[i]-m[i];
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else
}
return temp+1;
»I
float F(int *n. int *m. int k. int j. int nO)
int i;
float P_sum=0.0;
for(i=0; i<k; ++i)
P_sum+=G(n[i]. m[i], nO, j); 
return P sum;
}
float G(int n, int m, int nO, int j)
{float tmp; 
tmp=(sum(nO)-(siun(nO-m)+sum(m))); 
tmp=tmp+(sum(j-nO)-(sum(j-nO-n+m)+sum(n-m))); 
tmp=tmp-(sum(j)-(sum(n)+sum(j-n))); 
return tmp;
}
float sum(int n)
{ int i;
float sum=0.0; 
for(i=l; i<=n; ++i) 
sum+=log(i); 
return sum;
}
int sumn(int *n, int k)
{ int i, sumn=0; 
for(i=0; i<k; ++i) 
siunn+=n[i]; 
return sumn;
}
int summ(int *m, int k)
{ int i, summ=0; 
for(i=0; i<k; ++i) 
summ+=m[i]; 
return summ;
}
int sumnn(int *n, int k)
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{ int i. stimnn=0: 
for(i=0; i<k; ++i) 
sinnnn+=n[i]*n[i]; 
return sumnn;
}
int summm(int *m, int k)
{ int summm=0, i; 
for(i=0; i < k ;  -H -i)  
summm+=m[i]*m[i]; 
return summm;
}
int sumnm(int *n, int *m, int k) 
{ int i, sumnm=0; 
for(i=0; i<k; -H - i)  
sumnm+=n [i] * m [i] ; 
return sumnm;
float tgamma(float x)
float recipgamma(float, float *, float *); 
float loggamma(float); 
int inv;
float y, s. f, g, odd, even; 
if(x<0.5){
y=x-floor(x/2.0)*2; 
s=3.14159265358979; 
if(y>=1.0){ 
s=-s; 
y=2.0-y;
}
if(y>=0.5)
y=1.0-y;
inv=l;
x=1.0-x;
f^s/sin(3.14159265358979*y);
}else
inv=0;
if(x>22.0)
g=exp(loggamma(x));
else {
s=1.0;
while(x>1.5){
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x=x-1.0;
s*=x;
}
g=s/recipgamma( 1.0-x. &odd. &even);
return (inv ? fig : g);
}
float recipgamma(float x, float *odd, float *even)
{ int i;
float alfa, beta, x2, b[I3];
b[ 1 ]=-0.283876542276024; b[2]=-0.076852840844786; 
b[3]=0.001706305071096; b[4]=0.001271927136655; 
b[5]=G.000076309597586; b[6]=-0.000004971736704; 
b[7]=-0.000000865920800; b[8]=-0.000000033126120; 
b[9]=0.000000001745136; b[ 10]=0.000000000242310; 
b[ 11 ]=0.000000000009161 ; b[ 12]=-0.000000000000170; 
x2=x*x*8.0;
alfa = -0.000000000000001 ; 
beta=0.0;
for(i=12; i>=2; i-=2){ 
beta=-( alfa* 2.0+beta); 
alfa=-beta*x2-alfa+b[i] ;
}
*even=(beta/2.0+alfa)*x2-alfa+0.921870293650453;
alfa=-0.000000000000034;
beta=0.0;
for(i=l 1; i>=l; i-=2){ 
beta=-(alfa*2.0+beta); 
alfa=-beta*x2-alfa+b[i];
}
*odd=(alfa+beta)*2.0; 
return (*odd)*x+(*even);
}
float loggamma(float x)
{ int i;
float r, x2, y, f, uO, u l, u, z, b[19]; 
if(x>13.0){ 
r=1.0;
while(x<=22.0){ 
r/=x;
X +=1.0;
}
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x2=-1.0/(x*x);
r=Iog(r);
return Iog(x)*(x-0.5)-x+r+0.918938533204672+(((0.595238095238095e-3*x2+ 
0.793650793650794e-3)*x2+0.277777777777778e-2)*x2+0.833333333333333e-l)/x; 
}else{ 
f=1.0; 
u0=u 1=0.0;
b[ 1 ]=-0.0761141616704358; b[2]=0.0084323249659328; 
b[3]=-0.0010794937263286; b[4]=0.0001490074800369; 
b[5]=-0.0000215123998886; b[6]=0.0000031979329861 ; 
b[7]=-0.0000004851693012; b[8]=0.0000000747148782; 
b[9]=-0.0000000116382967; b[10]=0.0000000018294004; 
b[l 1]=-0.0000000002896918; b[12]=0.0000000000461570; 
b[13]=-0.0000000000073928; b[14]=0.0000000000011894; 
b[l 5]=-0.0000000000001921 ; b[ 16]=0.0000000000000311 ; 
b[ 17]=-0.0000000000000051 ; b[ 18]=0.0000000000000008; 
if(x<1.0){ 
f=1.0/x;
X +=1.0;
}else
while(x>0.2){
x—1.0;
f*=x;
}
f= lo g (f);
y=x+x-3.0;
z=y+y;
for(i=18; i>=l; i--){ 
u=uO;
uO=z*uO+b[i]-ul;
ul=u;
return (u0*y+0.491415393029387-u 1 )*(x-1.0)*(x-2.0)+f;
}
}
void incomgam(float x, float a, float *klgam, float *grgam, 
float gam, float eps)
{ int n;
float cO, cl, c2, do, dl, d2, x2, ax, p, q, r, s, r l , r2, scf; 
s=exp(-x+a*log(x)); 
scf=FLT_MAX; 
if(x<=((a<3.0) ? 1.0 : a)){
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x2=x*x;
ax=a*x:
d0=1.0;
p=a;
cO=s;
dl=(a+I.0)*(a+2.0-x);
c 1 =((a+1,0)*(a+2.0)+x)*s;
r2=cl/dl;
n=l;
do{
p+=2.0;
q=(p+l .0)*(p*(p+2.0)-ax);
r=n*(n+a)*(p+2.0)*x2;
c2=(q*c 1+r*cO)/p;
d2=(q*dl+r*d0)/p;
rl=r2;
r2=c2/d2;
cO=cl;
cl=c2;
dO=dl;
dl=d2;
if(fabs(cl)>scf II fabs(dl)>scf){ 
cO /=scf; 
cl /=scf; 
dO /=scf; 
dl /=scf;
}
n++;
} while(fabs((r2-r I )/r2)>eps); 
*klgam=r2/a; 
*grgam=gam-(*klgam);
}else { 
cO=a*s;
cl=(1.0+x)*c0;
q=x+2.0-a;
dO=x;
dl=x*q;
r2=cl/dl;
n=l;
do{
q+=2.0;
r=n*(n+l-a);
c2=q*cl-r*cO;
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d2=q*dl-r*d0;
rl=r2;
r2=c2/d2;
cO=cl;
cl=c2;
dO=dl;
dl=d2;
if(fabs(cl)>scf II fabs(dl)>scf){ 
cO /=scf; 
cl /=scf; 
do /=scf: 
dl /=scf;
}
n + + ;
} while(fabs((r2-r 1 )/r2)>eps); 
*grgam=r2/a;
*klgam=gam-( * grgam);
}
}
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